Region 2; R2; Eastern USA

Ohio Valley Section
DATE 7/10/63

TO Addressograph, Coding and Accounting Departments

FROM Emily Sirjane

SUBJECT IEEE OHIO VALLEY SECTION (IEEE REGION 2)

Please note that the AIEEE Ohio Valley and AIEEE Louisville (part) Sections and IRE Cincinnati (part) and Louisville (part) Sections have merged. The name of the merged Section will be known as the:

IEEE OHIO VALLEY SECTION

The territorial assignment of the IEEE Ohio Valley Section will encompass the following:

Counties-Kentucky:  Boyd  Floyd  Martin
                     Carter  Johnson  Perry
                     Greenup  Knott  Pike
                     Lawrence  Letcher  Rowan

Counties-Ohio:  Gallia  Lawrence  Scioto

Counties-W. Virginia:  Cabell  Mingo  Wayne

Kindly code all plates for membership in the above territory in the AIEEE and IRE membership files accordingly for the IEEE OHIO VALLEY SECTION, keeping the AIEEE and IRE plates separate as currently maintained.

Please prepare a set of 3x5 cards on all plates which have been changed and send to the Membership Department for appropriate action.

ESift
To: Peggy Kovacs/RAD/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE, Vicki Waldman/RAD/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE, Lauren Lawson/RAD/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE, Dave Galicki/CTROFFCE/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE, Robert Danco/CTROFFCE/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE, Richard K Fitzpatrick/CTROFFCE/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE, Maria Vuolo/FINSERV/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE, Charles Krajsik/FINSERV/STAFF/US/IEEE@IEEE

cc:

Subject: RAB Actions affecting Sections

Hello,

For your information, at their meeting of 22 June, the Regional Activities Board approved the following actions:

1. Formation of the Bahrain Section (Region 8).

2. **Dissolution of the Ohio Valley Section** (Region 2). Membership disposition to be determined.

3. Name change of the Pakistan Section to the Lahore Section (Region 10).

4. Formation of the Andean Council (Region 9) to consist of the Sections of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.

5. Boundaries of the Daytona and Jacksonville Sections changed to move the membership of Flagler County from Jacksonville into the Daytona Section. Zip codes to be provided.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Tracy

***************************************************************************
Tracy Hawkins
Manager, Section/Chapter Support
Sections Congress Coordinator
Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers, Inc.
+1 732 562 5512
+1 732 463 9359 (FAX)
http://www.ieee.org/ra/scs

"Though this be madness, yet there is method in't." Hamlet, II 2
2 August 2001

Jamie Ferguson

Dear Jamie,

As I mentioned to you on the phone today, the IEEE Ohio Valley Section is to be dissolved. This decision was recommended by the Region Director and affirmed by the Regional Activities Board at their meeting of 22 June 2001.

The membership of the former Ohio Valley Section will be re-distributed to the Cincinnati and West Virginia Sections. The breakdown is 53% of the membership will go to Cincinnati and 47% will go to West Virginia.

For this reason, I must ask that you close the former Ohio Valley Section bank accounts and forward the funds to the respective Sections. Please make a check for 53% of the funds payable to the IEEE Cincinnati Section and send it to:

Orest M. Melnyk
Treasurer, IEEE Cincinnati Section
6 Guardian Drive
Wilder, KY 41076

Please make a check for 47% of the funds payable to the IEEE West Virginia Section and send it to:

Desa Gobovic
Treasurer, IEEE West Virginia Section
House J
100 Faculty Circle
Dunbar, WV 25064

Please send me a photocopy of the checks and your correspondence with these Treasurers. Thank you for your assistance and understanding. Best wishes,

Tracy Hawkins
Manager, Section/Chapter Support

cc: Cincinnati Section Chair Ron Harbaugh
West Virginia Section Chair G. Spaniol
Region 2 Director Marc Apter
Vicki Waldman

Dear Ms. Waldman:

This is in reference to the closing of accounts for the Ohio Valley Section of the IEEE. Enclosed are copies of the letters and checks mailed to the West Virginia and Cincinnati sections. Also enclosed are copies of any other relevant documents. Below is a summary of the balances of the Ohio Valley section accounts which were closed.

The checking account at Huntington Federal was closed on 10/7/02, with a balance of $1,911.91. (The August, 2002 statement is enclosed). The savings account original balance, transferred to the State of Ohio Division of Unclaimed Funds, was $2,287.24. The State of Ohio withheld 5% of the amount as a processing fee, leaving $2,172.88. Hence, the total amount to be divided up was $4,084.79. Your e-mail message of November 21, 2001 indicated that the Cincinnati section was to receive 53% and the West Virginia section was to receive 47%.

I sincerely apologize for the long delay in processing the funds. If you have any questions regarding this matter, contact me at (304) 733-7317 (SMC Electrical Products, Inc.).

Sincerely,

Jamie E. Ferguson